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Abstract
Objectives: The online traffic surge rates have rapid growth in the recent years. The rate has gone high, making the service
providers unable to provide the quality of service they assure. The surging cannot be controlled and the only solution lays
on the other side, so the providers are forced to choose another methodology of delivering the service in quality. Methods/
Statistical Analysis: In this paper the process of implementing an alternative is proposed. The work is concentrated on
creating a Raspberry Pi to work as a transparent cache server with the smart phones enacting as the client. Findings:
The issues of streaming videos are ending up being more critical to customers as they pay for over-the-top substance
yet, still experience exceptionally less than impressive streams. To get a quick response and decrease access latency,
utilizing a cache memory is prudent. A transparent proxy cache server wipes out numerous disadvantage of ordinary
methodology. Transparent proxy cache server can be conveyed in two levels, one at switch level and another at router level.
The attention is primarily on http result reserve which stores URLs of Previously accessed query results. These caches
might be deployed in various machines, acting about as a proxy cache cluster, or exists together in the same machine. In this
proposed framework we introduce a straight forward web store middle server, to upgrade the execution. The only work to
be done regarding the promise of content availability is continuous monitoring of the cache. Application/Improvement:
The proposed methodology can serve the right speed of content delivery by facilitating access of data from the cache while
giving no hint that the data has been retrieved through IP-spoofing of the server which here is a small sized computer the
Raspberry Pi.
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1. Introduction
Data centre platforms and cloud1 endure disappointments and performance degradation from extensive
movement surges brought about by both external (e.g.,
DDoS assaults) or internal (e.g operator errors, workload changes, routing misconfigurations)2 factors. Traffic
overload could have significant financial and bandwidth
availability implications for data providers. The multidimensional surge in content delivery for end-users3 has
lead to blast of new content designs and an exponential
increment in the size and complexity4 on the advanced
content delivery network.
*Author for correspondence

Content delivery is a fundamental idea to meet the
heterogeneous prerequisites of web clients5 utilizing different web access innovations6. Be that as it may, content
adaptation interferes along with the effectiveness of web
caching7.
Transparent Caching is a one of a kind innovation
that at the same time benefits a substance proprietor, network operator, and in particular a broadband or remote
subscriber. Online video activity keeps on spiralling
upward every second. It works over a much more extensive arrangement of over the top content and traffic8 (as
much as 75% of an provider subscriber broadband traffic is video streams9 and document downloads10), it is
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implanted inside the carrier network and gives the provider control over what to store, when to store, and how
fast to quicken the delivery11. Transparent cache needs
to address the high demand of Internet content thirst as
could reasonably be expected12. It naturally ingests and
serves content as it gets to be well known and typically
does not require operator assistance to constantly alter
the system or the reserving answer for backing another
mainstream service13.
Transparent Caching does not require alteration
of any framework or program settings for the end user.
The execution advantages ought to be programmed as
the main proof of storing ought to be better end-to-end
execution to the client14. Deployed throughout a carrier
network, it will enhance endorsers’ experience and lessen
transporters’ peering costs15, yet just in the event that it
conveys the components and insight required to adjust
to continually changing client conduct and substance
designs, and above all, scales economically to tens or several gigabits every second16.

2. Experimental Setup

The work is based on the process of converting the
Raspberry Pi as the Server while the Micro SD card on
the RPi acts as the cache and the smart phones acts as the
client. The monitoring of the cache is done as well as the
system testing is done by generating the traffic and checking the sync of cache with the server and the client. The
whole implementation is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

2.1 Server
The Raspberry Pi acts as the server for the system.
Raspberry Pi is a low-cost credit card sized computer
having chips and I/O connectors. The basic board with its
features is shown in Figure 3.
The particularities which make Raspberry Pi different
from other embedded boards are:
• Broadcom BCM2836 Arm7 Quad Core Processor
augmented Single Board Computer at 900 MHz
• 1 GB RAM with 40 pin extended GPIO and 4 x
USB 2 ports
• 4 pole Stereo output and Composite video port
output at 1080 P with Full size HDMI and CSI
camera port
• Micro SD port for loading your operating system
and storing data
• Micro USB power source
10/100 Ethernet Port to rapidly associate the
Raspberry Pi to Internet

Figure 1. Real-time hardware setup.

Figure 3. Raspberry Pi.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the real time set up.
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The step to trigger the OS into raspberry Pi follows the
under-given sequence
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•
•
•
•

Step 1. Booting the OS
The OS booting follows a few steps:
Step 2. Selecting the images
The latest image file for the OS is downloaded
from raspberrypi.org/downloads.
• Step 3. Unzipping the image file
• 7-zip supports the unzipping of the downloaded
image file.
• Step 4. Writing to Micro SD card
• SD card is mounted with the image file using the
Win32 Disk Imager software. The image and the
device are selected for writing the image. SD card
class determines the speed of the mounting process.
• Step 5. Inserting SD card into RPi
• The SD card is inserted into RPi. On power on
the Rpi has the OS loaded.
• Step 6. Accessing RPi
There are 2 methodologies available to access the
Raspberry pi. Firstly the GUI can be launched from the
boot screen by using the command statrx and secondly
by using the putty terminal which is an open source emulator having a serial console with network file transfer
application used to see the results.

2.2 SQUID and NMT
Squid is a Unix-based proxy server that reserves Internet
content more like a requestor than its origin point. Squid
underpins storing of a wide range of sorts of Web articles,
including those got to through HTTP and FTP. It caches
the often accessed Web pages, media documents and
other contents and quickens the response time as well as
reduces bandwidth congestion.
The squid analyser gives the statistics of data that
has been accessed through the cache. The squid user
access report gives the information based on the majorly
accessed sites, the sites and users, the elapsed time for a
request and produces the report for each user with the
period of access.
The squid config file is changed in order to act as a web
filtering. This increases the security defence, by enabling
the setup to successfully handle the virus’s threats and
attacks. The changes made in the config file are shown in
Figure 4.
The blocked URLs and the text to be displayed when
accessing restricted URLs are entered in .txt files to
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respective folders to work as expected. The files are shown
as in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 4. The SQUID config file.

Figure 5. Text to be displayed.

Figure 6. Blocked URLs.

2.3 Client
The smart phone acts as the client which accesses the
server through the transparent cache. The smart phone
communicates through the Wi-Fi adapter connected to
the RPi. The configuration of the client occurs when the
Rpi is configured for the adapter to act as an Access Point.
This feature is enabled by using hostapd; configuration
shown in Figure 7, which is used for access points and
authentication servers.

Figure 7. Udhcpd config file.

The hosted cannot enable the IP to the adapter and
for the same we use udhcp and dnsmasq which acts as
a small DHCP server by enabling the range of accessible
IPs and enabling tethering on smart phones respectively.
The respective change in configuration and installations is
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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Figure 11. Enabling authentication for the hotspot generated.
Figure 8. Hosted config file.

Figure 12. Starting IP forwarding on boot up.

Figure 9. Dnsmsq installation.

The pi has to find the location of the config file from
the /etc/default/hostapd as shown in Figure 10.
The wpa_ supplicant file is edited as shown in Figure
11 for the required configuration of the Wi-Fi hotspot
which links the client to the TC. This file is used to execute the key arrangement with a WPA Authenticator and
it controls the IEEE 802.11 authentication of the wlan
driver.

Figure 10. Default hostapd file.

The setting up of communication between the clients
and the Wi-Fi requires NAT. For the same the following
Figure 12 has the steps leading to Figure 13.

4
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Figure 13. Changes in sysctl config.

After all these changes the system is rebooted along
with service network being restarted. The present ifconfig
will be as in Figure 14.

Figure 14. If config file.

The after effect of the above configuration changes
and installations the Wi-Fi hotspot is enabled and so the
client can access it. The Figure 15 shows the Wi-Fi made
visible in the client.
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ming while to create traffic they are to be accessed parallel
and for that to be implemented we use multi threading.
The Figure 17 shows the flowchart for the implementation.

Figure 16. Log file format.

Figure 15. Wi-Fi created viewed in the client.

2.4 TC (Transparent Cache)
The SD card in the Raspberry Pi acts as the Cache in the
implemented system. The transparent caching enables
quickening of origin caching. This permits mezzanine
substance to be offloaded to a committed media server for
ensuing change to versatile bitrates for adaptive delivery.
A transparent cache has the features of multiservice
caching; automatically selection to popular content, its
transparent to both subscriber or the server and content
origin or the client, based on the operator settings and
can be controlled by the administrator.

2.5 TC Testing

Figure 17. Program Flow chart for traffic generation.

3. Results

To verify that each time the client tries to access the server
the request is sent to the cache and if it is a cache miss
then only forwarded to the server. No direct pull from the
server is made by the client. The log file is configured to
list the client trying to access the data and the mode in
which the data is pushed through the cache by using the
variables like TCP_MISS, TCP_HIT, TCP_REFRESH_
MODIFIED, TCP_REFRESH_UNMODIFIED. The log
files are shown as below in Figure 16.

By deploying the methodology proposed it can be made
sure that the data is obtained from the cache and the content delivery of the provider can be evaluated as well as
the betterment of the service can be done by looking at
the data hit rate. Figure 18 and 19 shows the report generated by the Squid analyzer. In the report the time taken
for data access can be viewed and it leads to a better note
that the cache hit rate can increase the data availability
and thus the providers can satisfy the upcoming online
traffic surge.

2.6 Traffic Generation

4. Future work

Python, the high level programming language is used for
programming. The several libraries of python like requests
and urllib are used for the accessing of http requests and
Urls. The Urls can be called in loops for simple program-

The work can be extended to have a continuous check of
the cache in every defined time instance and the probability of cache hit be increased so that very little server access
is being done. The traffic generation can be extended by
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increasing the incoming content traffic and the resultant
outcomes in order leading to know the efficiency of the
system.
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Figure 18. The User specific report with the elapsed time for
each site.

Figure 19. Report of the sites and users accesses it along with
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5. Conclusion
The methodology can be a boon to the providers to handle
the increasing online traffic and so that they can handle
the online traffic surge. This work effectively gives a solution to control the hit rate to the server caused by traffic
surge. This can be implemented to upgrade the service
quality the providers give and to the customers the satisfaction of quality of reception of the content delivered.
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